Abstract-In this work, the design of robust, protograph based low-density parity-check (LOPC) codes for rate-adaptive For a blocklength of 162 24 bits and a target frame error rate of 10-3 the proposed code operates within 1.32 dB of continuous AWGN capacity for 0.7bpcu to 1.3bpcu and within 1.0SdB for 1.3bpcu to 2.7bpcu.
I. INTRODUCTION
The practical operation of communication systems requires to adapt the spectral efficiency (SE) to the channel quality. For instance in optical systems, a transceiver that operates on a short network segment with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) should achieve a high spectral efficiency to maximize the net data rate over this segment. Similarly, a transceiver operating on a long network segment (e.g., an intercontinental route) with low SNR should use either a lower order modulation format or a forward error correction (FEC) code with low code rate to ensure reliable transmission. For wireless systems, rate adaptation is important, as the channel quality often changes rapidly because of the user's mobility or changing fading conditions. Current transceivers implement rate adaptation by support ing several modcods, i.e., combinations of modulation formats and coding rates. For instance, LT E chooses from a set of 29 different modcods [1, DVB-S2 [3] . Here, flexibility comes at the price of increased complexity and implementation overhead.
In [4] , seamless rate adaptation from 2 to 10 bits per channel use (bpcu) was demonstrated with only five modcods. This was achieved by probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS), i.e., the concatenation of a flexible distribution matcher [5] with a fixed off-the-shelf DVB-S2 LDPC code. Its practical applicability was shown in optical experiments in [6] , [7] .
As the coded performance is heavily influenced by the mapping of coded bits to the variable nodes of the low-density parity-check (LDPC) code, using off-the-shelf codes usually requires to optimize the bit-mapper (see [4, Sec . VIII] and references therein). To avoid this and further improve the per formance, we designed protograph-based LDPC codes in [8] , which take by construction the bit-mapping into account. For an SE of 4.25 bpcu, the obtained codes operate within 0.69 dB of additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN) channel capacity at a frame error rate (FER) of 10-3 with a blocklength of 64 800 bits. As the codes in [8] are highly optimized for one particular SE, their applicability in rate adaptive transceivers is limited. In the present work, we consider robust LDPC code design for rate adaptive transceivers. We design a rate 13/16 protograph-based [9] LDPC code that can be used on a 16-ASK constellation to operate over the AWGN channel with any SE in the range from 0.7 bpcu to 2.7 bpcu. We use the sur rogate channel approach of [8] and develop a new optimization metric for the differential evolution to find good proto graph ensembles. For a target FER of 10-3 and blocklength of 16 224 bits, the considered system is able to operate within 1.32 dB of continuous AWGN capacity for 0.7 bpcu to 1.3 bpcu and within 1.05 dB for 1.3 bpcu to 2.7 bpcu. The gap to Gallager's random coding bound decreases from 0.68 dB for low SEs to 0.51 dB for larger SEs.
This work is organized as follows: Sec. II reviews the transceiver model and we develop the LDPC code design in Sec. III. Simulation results and a comparison to an off-the shelf code are shown in Sec. IV. We conclude in Sec. V. [4] We consider transmission over a time discrete AWGN channel 
II. S YSTEM MODEL
which is achieved with Gaussian inputs of zero mean and variance SNR. This loss can be overcome by employing probabilistic shaping, i.e., imposing a non-uniform distribution on the ASK constellation points [4, Sec. III-D].
A. Transmitter: Probabilistic Amplitude Shaping
In order to combine probabilistic shaping with FEC, we employ the PAS scheme [4, Sec. IV]. The optimal distribution P; for the AWGN channel is symmetric around the origin, i.e., P;(x) = P;(-x). This allows for factorization into amplitude and sign, i.e., 
By changing the distribution Px, the SE R can be adjusted seamlessly keeping the same modcod, i.e., the modulation order 2m and the code rate c.
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Remark 1. In case of uniform inputs, we have H(X) = m, such that (3) reduces to the well known SE c . m of a system with uniform inputs.
B. Receiver: Bit-Metric Decoding (BMD)
At the receiver side, we use BMD, i.e., a bitwise demapper followed by a binary decoder. This approach was introduced in [12] and is now mainly known as bit-interleaved coded mod ulation (BICM) [13] . We identify each constellation symbol by its m bit binary label B = B1B2 ... B m , where
Bit-metric decoding can be interpreted from a mismatched decoding perspective [14] , where the decoder assumes both an auxiliary channel metric q yl B = 0;:1 PYIHi (Ylbi) and an auxiliary input distribution QB(b) = 0;:1 PBi (bi). These as sumptions represent a setting with m parallel and independent channels of the form where xt denotes the set of symbols x E X with Bi = b. 
PYIBi ( yI 1) , which motivates our BICM channel model depicted in Fig. 1 . In [15], a BMD-achievable rate is given by
where [ . j+ = max(O, . ).
We introduce the notation RBMO(PX, SNR) to denote the BMD achievable rate with input distribution Px and an average power constraint of SNR. We also introducde RB� O (Px, R) which describes the required SNR such that RBMO(PX, SNR) equals R.
III. ROBUST LDPC CODE DESIGN
We target the design of protograph based LDPC codes that perform well over the range of SEs from 0.7 bpcu to 2.7 bpcu. We will first show that codes optimized for one specific SE tend to perform bad at other rates. This behavior can be avoided by accounting for the whole range during the code design.
A. Operating Points and Signaling
We choose our operating points for different SEs by chang ing the entropy of the distribution on the constellation symbols.
Following (3) and considering a c = 13/16 code and a 16-ASK constellation, the entropy and SE are 3
R=H(X) -4 . (6)
Let pff be the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution [16] that leads to a SE R with a 13/16 rate code.
Remark 2. By (6) a rate constraint translates into an entropy constraint. The MB distribution is the solution to the following optimization problem:
Hence, it is a natural choice for power-efficient signaling with an entropy constraint. Note that in general, MB distributions perform well on the AWGN channel, see, e.g., [4, Table I ]. For reference, we also plot the uniform BMD rate, which is denoted as RBMD(PU, SNR) and Pu(x) = 1/16, \Ix E X. We observe that the loss due to BMD is negligible. This is also verified in Fig. 3 , which depicts the SNR and rate gaps.
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. 10 -2 check node degree polynomials with maximum degree dv and dc, respectively. However, the degree profiles can not characterize the mapping of variable nodes to the m different bit-channels resulting from our adapted BICM transmission scheme, see Fig. 1 . In the following, we use the structured ensembles of protographs [9] to incorporate the bit-mapping in our threshold analysis. Protographs can be seen as a special instance of multi-edge type LDPC codes [18] , where each edge represents an individual edge type. Parity-check matrices are constructed from protographs as follows. Starting from a small bipartite graph represented via its basematrix A = [alkJ of size M x N, where alk repre sents the number of edges between the protograph variable node Vk, k E {I, ... , N} and the protograph check node Gl, l E {I, ... , .A1}, one applies a copy-and-permute operation (also known as lifting) to create Q instances of the small graph and then permutes the edges so that the local edge connectivity remains the same. The Q replicas of variable node Vk must be connected only to replicas of the neighbors of Vk while maintaining the original degrees for that specific edge. The resulting bipartite graph representing the final parity check matrix H possesses n = Q . N variable nodes and n -k = Q . M check nodes. Parallel edges are allowed, but must be resolved during the copy-and-permute procedure.
C. Code Design for Surrogate Channels
As pointed out in our previous work [8, Sect. IV], the usual design approaches for LDPC codes fail for the BICM channel because they rely on the assumption of binary-input symmetric-output channels so that the transmission of the all-zero codeword can be assumed for the analysis. The BICM channel densities PLil B i do not exhibit this property, in particular when shaping is taken into account. Instead, [8] pursues an approach based on surrrogate channels, i.e., each BICM channel PL,IB., is replaced by a binary-input symmetric output AWGN channel Li = Hi + Ni with Hi uniform on {± -:5-} and Ni zero mean Gaussian with variance 4-. The � � parameter CJr is now chosen such that --,
Using the surrogates, density evolution or methods based on extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts can readily be applied. For our proto graph based design, we resort to the PEXIT approach [19] to determine the asymptotic decoding threshold of a protograph ensemble. In the following, the notion of the asymptotic decoding threshold for m parallel binary input AWGN channels is made precise. We allow different variable node degrees for each of the m distinct bit-channels. In order to have up to D different degrees per bit-channel, the protograph matrix A must have at least N = D . m variable nodes. We introduce a mapping function of the form T(k) = ikj Dl to relate each protograph variable node Vk to a corresponding bit-level T(k) E {I, ... , m}.
Let O'SNR, P;' = (CJT ( l ) ,"" CJT ( k ) ) T be the set of surrogate channel parameters for a specific SNR and SE R and let I � pp , k be the a-posteriori mutual information of the k-th variable node in the Ji-th PEXIT iteration. The SNR convergence region D(A, pJ!) of the protograph A and using pJ! is then given as
The asymptotic decoding threshold follows as SNRth(A, pJ!) = min D (A, pJ!). (8) In order to find the protograph ensemble with the best decoding threshold, we employ differential evolution [20] . As the entries alk of the protograph matrix A are integers, the original formulation has to be adopted as shown in [21] , [22] . The asymptotic decoding threshold (8) is used as a metric for the selection of new population members, if the code is optimized for a single SE: A member A(g-l ) of the previous generation ( g -1) is replaced by its potential successor A (g) if and only if A (g) has a smaller asymptotic decoding threshold than A (g-1 ). For the robust design, we advocate for the metric A(g) = argmin maxSNRth(A,PJ!) -RB� D (PJ!,R), A E{ A(g-l),A.<g) } RE P (9) where P <;;; [0.7; 2.7] is the set of all considered operating points for which the code should be optimized.
D. Differential Evolution and Optimization Metric

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We design a rate 13/16 code which allows up to D = 4 different variable node degrees per bit-level such that the resulting base matrices have dimensions 3 x 16. The number of parallel edges is limited to 3, which results in a maximum 59 variable node degree of 9. The number of degree 2 variable nodes is limited to one column and all other nodes must have a degree of at least 3 to ensure a linear growth of the minimum distance [23] . We optimize basematrices for five scenarios. The first four target specific SEs of 0.7 bpcu, 1.1 bpcu, 2.1 bpcu and 2.7 bpcu, respectively. The last protograph Ar ob represents the robust approach that targets all rates in the interval [0.7; 2.7] jointly and is given as For its optimization, we chose P = {0.7, 1.1, 2.1, 2.7}. In cluding further rates did not improve the asymptotic decoding thresholds considerably -using less or other operating points resulted in inferior performance. We observed good results by including the boundaries of the operating region and pursuing the following heuristic approach: For each SE R consider the set of surrogate channel parameters O'SNR pR, which exhibit a 'x certain ordering ("quality") of the individual m bit channels. If this ordering changes at a certain SE R compared to previous ones, R should be added to P. In the considered example, the ordering of CJl and CJ4 changes around R ;::: :; 1.1 bpcu and again CJ 1 and CJ3 at around R;::: :; 2.1 bpcu. For small protograph sizes and limited degrees of freedom, it may suffice to consider the boundary operating points only.
The protographs AR,R E {0.7,1.1,2.1,2.7} as well as their parity-check-matrices can be found online at [24] . Fig. 4 depicts the SNR gap of the asymptotic decoding thresholds to AWGN capacity, i.e., SNRth(A, PJ!) -(22
in dB for the considered range of SEs. Proto graphs which are optimized for one particular SE tend to perform poor if oper ated at other SEs. This is particularly the case for the codes optimized for high SEs, where the gap increases up to 1.3 dB when operated at lower SNR. The robust protograph design exhibits the desired feature of minimizing the maximum gap for each operating point in P and therefore achieves a balanced behavior. For a finite length comparison in Fig. 5 , the protographs have first been lifted by a factor of three to remove parallel edges and then by a factor of 338 to yield parity-check matrices of size 2705 x 16224. As a baseline for performance comparison, we choose the 5/6 DVB-S2 code for short frame sizes, which has a blocklength of n = 16200 [3] . For the bit-mapping, bit-levels two to four are assigned consecutively to the first 12150 variable nodes, whereas bit-level one is assigned to the remaining ones. As the information part of the parity-check matrix has mostly degree three variable nodes and only a small number of 360 degree 13 variable nodes, optimizing the bit-mapper did not improve performance. In addition to the DVB-S2 reference, we also plot the random coding bound 2-ncEc ( R ) [25] , which provides an upper bound on the frame error performance of a random code ensemble for a given blocklength. Hereby, Ec(R) denotes the Gallager exponent for rate R. In all cases, 100 BP iterations with a full sum-product update rule are performed. We observe that the predictions of the asymptotic decoding thresholds are well reflected in the finite-length performance as well. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a novel, robust design approach for protograph based LDPC codes for rate-adaptive commu nication via probabilistic amplitude shaping. Using one 16-ASK constellation and one 13/16 rate code, any SE between 0.7 bpcu to 2.7 bpcu can be achieved with a gap of at most 1.3 dB for a target FER of 10-3 and a blocklength of 16 224. Future research should focus on investigating other robust optimization metrics, such as the rate-backoff at the decoding threshold and the influence of the choice of operating points in the set P.
